Identification of a highly abundant cDNA isolated from senescent WI-38 cells.
A cDNA library was constructed from poly(A)+ RNA derived from late passage WI-38 cells and differentially screened with cDNA probes from early and late passage cells. From a number of clones which exhibited differences in intensity of hybridization to the early or late passage probes, one was chosen for further analysis because of its large increase in hybridization to the late passage probe. This clone accounted for approximately 1% of the recombinants in the library. The partial cDNA clone shows complete sequence homology to elongation factor I alpha (EF-I alpha). Northern analysis of poly(A)+ RNA from cells at various population doublings suggested that a 2.2-kb transcript, homologous to EF-I alpha accumulates as cells near the end of their replicative life span (phase III). When early and late passage cells were reexposed to serum after serum starvation, this transcript decreased in abundance. Additionally, a lower molecular weight transcript (1.6 kb) was detected 18 h following serum stimulation in early passage cells and 9 h after stimulation in late passage cells.